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Abstract
More than a century of coevolutionary thought failed to anticipate
the current crisis of emerging infectious diseases. This produced
the Parasite Paradox: parasites are resource specialists with
restricted host ranges, and yet shifts onto relatively unrelated
hosts are common in the diversification of parasite lineages and
directly observable in ecological time. An emergent framework,
called theStockholmParadigm, resolves the paradox: ecological
fitting - phenotypic flexibility and phylogenetic conservatism in
traits related to resource use, most notably host preference -
provides substantial opportunities for rapid host switching in
changing environments, in the absence of the evolution of novel
host-utilization capabilities. Host shifts via ecological fitting pro-
vide the fuel for the expansion phase of the recently proposed
oscillation hypothesis of host range and speciation, and, more
generally, the generation of novel combinations of interacting
species within the geographic mosaic theory of coevolution.
Large-scale environmental perturbations associatedwith climate
change catalyze new oscillation cycles. The Stockholm Para-
digm integrates emergent (Darwin’s nature of the organism) and
systemic (Darwin’s nature of the conditions) properties charac-
teristic of complex systems dynamics. The crisis of emerging
diseases will continue so long as global climate change occurs.
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Introduction
A century ago a global influenza outbreak sickened a
quarter of the world’s humans and killed 10% of them.
www.sciencedirect.com
Ninety-one years later the World Health Organization
issued its first global pandemic alert for swine flu. A
decade after that, coping with emerging infectious dis-
eases of humans, livestock and crops has become part of
our daily news background. This is not a ringing
endorsement of progress, but our failure is not due to a
lack of effort. Rather, it is due to overly-simplified the-
ories that have misdirected our efforts.

For more than 150 years, health specialists followed a
triad of medicate (the ill), vaccinate (those at risk) and
eradicate (the biodiversity responsible for transmission

and persistence). Prior to WII, evolutionary biology had
made little impact on efforts to cope with disease,
beyond the assertion e initially by orthogeneticists -
that pathogens were so tightly bound to their hosts that
they had no evolutionary life of their own. As a result, we
would expect that for each group of pathogens, there
would be one host e one pathogen. This seemed a
perfect complement to Pasteur’s simple and optimistic
dictum “une maladie, un vaccin.”

Shortly after the end of WWII, however, there were in-
dications that health goals were going to be more diffi-
cult to achieve than thought. In 1947, fewer than 20
years after the discovery of penicillin, the first docu-
mented appearance of microbial resistance to penicillin

occurred. Two years later a potential turning point came
and went, when the eminent British evolutionary biol-
ogist J.B.S. Haldane wrote about the need to study
resistance to pathogens as an evolutionary problem [14].
Within a decade, the coevolutionary arms race paradigm
(Mode [21e24]; popularized by Ehrlich and Raven
[10]) strongly supported the health professionals’
traditional approach. According to the paradigm, path-
ogens pursue specialized exploitation of their hosts
which, in turn, try to eliminate the pathogens. Evolu-
tionary innovations for mitigating pathogens (defense

traits) are matched by ones that neutralize the host
innovation (counter-defense). Pathogens become so
tightly adapted to a single host that colonizing a new
host requires the evolution of new genetic capacities,
specifically allowing a given new host to be colonized.
This meant that pathogens would be extremely unlikely
to change hosts.

And yet, the last decade of the 20th century saw a
marked increase in disease emergence worldwide.
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76 Systems ecology and evolution
Known pathogens appeared in new hosts, in new places,
or in places where we thought they had been eradicated;
previously unknown pathogens appeared in humans, and
the plants and animals upon which we depend socio-
economically. The costs of treatment and of lost pro-
duction associated with emerging diseases now amounts
to a trillion dollars a year globally, a figure that is certain
to rise in the near future.

The Parasite Paradox summarizes the abject failure of
evolutionary biology to anticipate the emerging disease
crisis: how can ecologically specialized pathogens appar-
ently tightly coevolved with one or a few hosts in a
restricted geographical area nonetheless expand their host
range and geographical distributions so rapidly? Or, to put
itmore simply, how can specialists become generalists [3].
The resolution of the paradoxmust reconcile deep-history
evolutionary patterns that have been discovered in the
past 40 years, since the emergence of studies integrating

phylogenetic analysis and pathogen-host systems and
must also explain the current emerging disease crisis.

In his seminal and influential book assessing evolu-
tionary theory at the beginning of the 20th century [19],
asserted that neo-Darwinism (which he associated with
Herbert Spencer’s influence on Darwinism), orthogen-

esis, and neo-Lamarckism all agreed on two things. First,
the critical issue for evolutionary biology is explaining
how the right adaptations show up at the right time to
cope with environmental changes. Second, the tradi-
tional Darwinian explanation, that the critical adapta-
tions must have existed before the environmental
changes occurred was, in Kellogg’s view, absurd. And yet,
as we shall see, pre-existing capacities are the key to
explaining the EID crisis and the role of climate change
in it. So, let us quickly go.

Back to the future

. there are two factors: namely, the nature of the organism
and the nature of the conditions. The former seems to be much
more the important; for nearly similar variations sometimes
arise under, as far as we can judge, dissimilar conditions; and,
on the other hand, dissimilar variations arise under conditions
which appear to be nearly uniform.

e Darwin, 1872 [9]

From the beginning, Darwin proposed that evolution
was an outcome, an emergent property in today’s ter-
minology, of asymmetrical interactions between two
causal agents, each of which has its own properties
relatively independent of the other, producing outcomes
that are not readily predictable from knowledge of the
properties of either one alone.

Darwin’s conception of the Nature of the Organism was
explicit: it is in the nature of the organism to produce
Current Opinion in Systems Biology 2019, 13:75–81
offspring; to produce offspring that are similar but not
identical to each other; and to be able to act in their own
behalf. The most important aspect of all this is that
these aspects of the nature of the organism obtained
regardless of the Nature of the Conditions. Nineteenth
century philosophers believed organisms were perfectly
“fit” to their surroundings, but Darwin recognized that
the key to understanding evolution stemmed from the

ways in which organisms were able to persist despite
misfits between their surroundings and themselves. All
species produced offspring exhibiting varying degrees of
misfit with their surroundings and in far higher numbers
than could be sustained by environmental resources.

This, Darwin reasoned, must lead to a struggle for sur-
vival on the part of those organisms proportional to their
degree of misfit. When the inherent overproduction pro-
duced variety in traits critical for survival, organisms
possessing traits that were functionally superior in that

particular environmental context would survive best.
Whenever an environment changed, those organisms
that already had the capacity to survive in the new
environment would do so, whereas those who lacked
them would not; what is good today might not be good
tomorrow. Natural selection was the result of the conflict
created because the conditions of existence included
the autonomy of the nature of the organism as well as
the nature of the conditions. And the outcome of natural
selection was partial or complete elimination of those
variants that were so “misfit” that they could not sur-

vive. Evolution is thus a matter of both capacity and
opportunity.

The nature of capacity
Organisms that are both exploiters and explorers of their
surroundings. The capacity to exploit (survive) stems
from inherited information specifying ways that organ-
isms impose themselves on “the conditions of life” in

which they happen to find themselves to obtain the
energy and materials need to sustain their lives. Inher-
itance is conservative, so each generation is likely to be
comprised mostly of individuals with the same resource
requirements; thus, if the previous generation was suc-
cessful, the next one will most likely be as well. The
capacity to explore (persist) stems from the fact that
reproduction is both conservative and is produced
without regard to the availability of the resources
needed for successful exploitation. The capacity to cope
with novel conditions based on pre-existing capacities is

known as Ecological Fitting [18]; see also [8].

The nature of opportunity
What counts as environmental opportunity for each or-
ganism is dependent on its inherited capacities. Op-
portunity is thus best thought of as the context of the
nature of the organism rather than the nature of the

conditions. This is the reason Darwin stated that the
www.sciencedirect.com
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nature of the organism is far more important than the
nature of the conditions. The arena of opportunity is
“function space.” The members of each species use a
small, but predictable, portion of function space. Each
species produces more offspring in each generation than
there is available function space to allow their survival.
The portion of function space for each species in which
the differential survival takes place is fitness space. Fitness
space contains all organisms that survive the struggle
and reproduce; they have positive Darwinian fitness.

Even though fitness space for each species is a subset of
function space determined by the nature of the organ-
ism, it is expansive. The operative environment of a path-
ogen species encompasses everything defining a host as
a viable resource. Within that, not everything that could
happen does happen. Not everything that does happens
occurs all the time, or everywhere it could, or in equal
proportions. And finally, not everything that happens

provides optimal conditions for a given species. Where
organisms thrive is only a subset of where they can survive. And
because it is in the nature of the organism to explore as
well as to exploit, variation allows organisms to investi-
gate novel operative environments presented by the
circumstances in which they find themselves.

Agosta [1e3] formalized this perspective (Figure 1). At
a given point in space or time, the local or realized con-
ditions are defined by the subset of environmental re-
sources that exist. For any species, its fundamental fitness
space is all combinations of all resources for which
positive fitness can be achieved. Realized fitness space is
that portion of fundamental fitness space that is
accessed in the localized circumstances. The extent to
which fitness space “fits” any particular set of realized
Figure 1

Graphical representation of a hypothetical fitness space and the relationship w
and Ov2). From left to right, despite the change in environmental conditions (i.e
the species illustrated in this example does not go extinct locally thanks to the
novel operative environment). With time (time = 1) and subjected to new selec
local conditions. (see Ref. [3]).
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conditions will be a function of time and selection
pressures, but the sum of all conservative elements of
inheritance, called evolutionary lagload [20], ensures the
fitness space will always remain in large part a function
of retained history. The misfit between fundamental
fitness space and realized fitness space at any given
point in time or space is proportional to how “sloppy”
the fitness space is. From large-scale environmental

perturbations on regional or global scales to small-scale
perturbations like local extinction of a host species, it
is this “sloppiness” that provides the essential ability of
life to cope with rapidly changing conditions (ancestral
operative environment in Figure 1) and to explore new
options across the physical landscape (novel operative
environment in Figure 1). If a species’ RFS is restricted
by selection at a particular place and time, other ele-
ments of its FFS will not be affected, so FFS cannot be
optimized tightly. If a species’ RFS is a relatively large
and more diverse portion of FFS, sub-groups will be

responding to multiple selective forces at different
places and times, so once again FFS cannot be tightly
optimized.

We tend to think “specific and predictable” means
“limited options.” But Darwin realized that the dual-
istic interaction between the nature of the organism
and the nature of the conditions could produce pre-
dictable and specific outcomes without sacrificing op-
tions. That is because, in our terms, capacity is always
greater than opportunity. And that is a good news/bad

news situation. The bad news is that this means there
will always be reproductive overrun and conflicts of
interest among the members of each generation. The
good news is that information is not distributed
randomly, optimally, or maximally in fitness space. It is
ith changing environmental conditions represented by two variables (Ov1
. the change on the rectangle describing the variation of the environment),
overlap of its fitness space with the conditions of the new environment (or
tion pressures, the fitness space of the species will accommodate the new
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distributed functionally, and function is part of the
nature of the organism. Information space is thus
structured but variable e a system of indefinite varia-
tion. And while it is variable, it is far more conservative.
That means there will be conflicts even if fitness space
is sloppy; but the offspring that survive such conflicts
will be variable because fitness space is sloppy. And
what a pathogen is able to do, given the opportunity,

can be as, or even more, important as how well it
performs in explaining the reactions to climate change.
Changes in the nature of the conditions are best un-
derstood by knowing the nature of the organism. Sur-
vival in new environments allows, but does not require, new
capacities specifically fit to that environment. This is critical
to understanding the rapid and widespread emergence
of disease. At any given time, a pathogen is unlikely to
inhabit all possible hosts in all possible places; there-
fore, its current operative environment will be a subset of
its overall operative environment. No matter how

specialized a pathogen’s association is with a given host
in a given place, it will always have some ability to
survive in susceptible but currently unexposed, given
the opportunity.

Exploitation-biased activities will tend to restrict realized
fitness space and will be facilitated by discontinuities in
fitness space. For a pathogen species, the ultimate
exploitation-biased existence would be a species
occurring in a single place, with a single host, and
transmitted in a single way. These are the conditions

under which opportunity acts as a filter, and such things
as strong coevolutionary interactions would be favored if
they arose, especially if they occurred in geographically
isolated situations. A species living in such conditions
would be highly specialized within realized fitness
space. Because fitness space has been assumed to be
highly optimized and limited, some believe that host
changes could not occur without prior specific mutations
permitting it. But given the enormous potential capacity
provided by plasticity, co-option and evolutionary
conservatism, strong local coevolutionary interactions
may restrict realized fitness space locally without

affecting fundamental fitness space.

Exploration-biased activities, by contrast, occur when the
nature of the conditions changes in such a way that
connectedness among elements of fitness space in-
creases, amplifying opportunity. In such circumstances,
opportunity acts as facilitator. Exploration can be as
subtle as reproduction but that is apt to be mostly un-
successful if available fitness space is occupied and no
new connections can be made. But if there is always
reproductive overrun, there will always be offspring

produced that are not the fittest. Add to that plasticity,
co-option and phylogenetic conservatism and you have a
system in which no matter how limited the realized
fitness space is at any one place or time, capacity will
always be greater than opportunity.
Current Opinion in Systems Biology 2019, 13:75–81
The oscillation hypothesis: generalizing and
specializing and back again
Organisms are capable of exploiting and exploring fitness
space. They will tend to be biased towards exploitation,
because survival always requires exploitation. When op-
portunities are limited, ecological fitting in sloppy fitness
space leads to exploitation-biased evolution, in part
because exploring the boundaries of fitness space gener-
ally fails. When opportunities abound, by contrast,
ecological fitting in sloppy fitness space leads to
exploration-biased evolution and exploring the boundaries

of fitness space is more often successful. The proportion
of realized fitness space to fundamental fitness space
determines e in a relative sense - how generalized or
specialized you are. And temporal trends determine if a
species is specializing (exploitation-biased) or general-
izing (exploration-biased) in fitness space. In this view,
the ability to generalize or specialize within fitness space
is a built-in feature of living systems, so the members of
any species can oscillate between generalizing and
specializing themselves in fitness space as their sur-
roundings change, no matter how specialized their previ-

ous situations.

The Oscillation Hypothesis [16,17] postulates that species,
as inheritance groups of organisms, should exhibit
oscillating behavior that emerges from the collective
oscillating tendencies of individual organisms. On rela-
tively short time scales and small spatial scales, oscilla-
tions appear as localized changes in host range
associated with fluctuations in environmental condi-
tions. Large-scale evolutionary diversification of patho-
gens involves an initial phase in which host range

increases, as opportunities allow the pathogen to
generalize itself in fitness space, which in turn sets the
stage for the emergence of new pathogen lineages, each
specializing itself in fitness space. There are four ways to
initiate host range oscillations: (1) altering existing
trophic structure so previously inaccessible but sus-
ceptible hosts become apparent to the pathogen; (2)
bringing new susceptible hosts that have never
encountered the pathogen into the ecosystem; (3)
expanding the pathogen into new geographic locations
where susceptible but previously unexposed hosts live;

and (4) expanding pathogen capacity by the accumula-
tion of evolutionary novelties through time. These fac-
tors provide opportunities to establish new associations
through episodes of generalizing in fitness space, which
then set the stage for diversification through subse-
quent specializing in fitness space. The geographical
and temporal extent, and the biological magnitude of
such oscillations depend on the circumstances causing
increasing or decreasing connections in fitness space.

Ecological fitting in sloppy fitness space explains why

coevolutionary arms races cannot be effective on more
than the local scales envisioned by the Geographic
Mosaic Theory of Coevolution [26]. In other words, if
www.sciencedirect.com
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there is an arms-race locally, it will not affect the path-
ogen or the host globally, and any interactions that affect
all associations cannot be a restricted case of mutual
modification, so there cannot be an effective arms race
beyond the local association. Therefore, the more the
local coevolutionary interactions restrict realized fitness
space, the larger fundamental fitness space becomes
(Figure 2). Fitness space becomes sloppier, increasing

the chances for ecological fitting. When generalized by
new opportunity, local coevolutionary arms races
become global Red Queen dynamics in which the
pathogen has the decided advantage [4,5].

Repeating oscillations: taxon pulses and emerging
disease
Computer simulations [4,5] allow us to understand how
generalized species can diverge into more than one
specialized species, but specialized species remain
specialized. In other words, there should be only one
Figure 2

Depiction of two dimensions of the operative environment associated with hypo
outside the operative environment to which the parasite is adapted (light grey
resource, panels b, e and h illustrate a poly-specialist that has adapted indep
generalist with a more general host recognition and tolerance system that allo
circles in panels d– f represent three novel resources. The specialist in panel
resource but not resource 2 or 3. The poly-specialist in panel e can colonize re
the generalist in panel f can colonize all three resources. In panels g– i only on
but their ecological and evolutionary potential will be very different. (see Ref.
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oscillation cycle. We know this cannot be the case,
because we find little support for co-speciation in long
time-scale studies and see evidence of rapid and
rampant host range expansionse emerging diseasese in
real time. This implies that oscillation cycles recur.
What determines that?

If fitness space is sloppy, there will always be places

where pathogens could exist that are not accessible.
Inaccessibility can be due to local trophic constraints
(the pathogen is transmitted by a vector or intermediate
host that does not feed on, or is not eaten by, all sus-
ceptible hosts) or geographic isolation (susceptible
hosts live in geographic areas where the pathogen does
not). Pathogens may exist in a stable host community,
but they continue to accumulate variability in isolation,
limited to the realized fitness space, increasing the ca-
pacity to explore whenever opportunity space changes in
such a way that new susceptible hosts become
thetical host resources. Sloppy fitness space comprises fitness in an area
circles). Panels a, d and g illustrate a specialist, adapted to a single host
endently to three different resources, and panels c, f and i illustrate a true
ws it to utilize any resource that falls within the dark grey area. The open
d can colonize resource 1 which is more or less identical to the ancestral
source 1 but also resource 2 that falls within its sloppy fitness space, and
e host is available, so all 3 pathogen species will appear to be specialists,
[3]).
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accessible. Even if specialized pathogens retain the ca-
pacity to survive in hosts other than the ones they “see,”
how do they find them, setting off a new round of
generalizing leading to the emergence of new specialize
associations? How do we get new diversity if the “in-
ternal dynamics” of the Oscillation Hypothesis are not
sufficient? We think that repeating oscillations require
perturbations in the nature of the conditions to open up

new opportunities for oscillation modules.

Taxon Pulses [11e13] occur over relatively long periods of
time and are characterized by expansion into suitable
habitat when previous barriers break down, altering
previous source-island relationships. During an expan-
sion phase, different species within a biota encounter
additional geographical heterogeneity, including range
contractions. Such heterogeneity may: (1) stop the
expansion of some species, resulting in species of
restricted distributions; (2) affect only the rate of

expansion for some species, producing widespread spe-
cies; or (3) act as barriers to dispersal of sufficient
magnitude to produce new species. Geological evolu-
tion, operating on longer time scales than biological
evolution, may also produce relatively static or imper-
meable barriers, resulting in episodes of speciation by
geographic isolation affecting members of these same
biotas similarly (vicariance). Taxon pulses are historically
repetitive, meaning that biotas resulting from them are
made up of species that have been associated with each
other for varying lengths of time, and arrived under

varying circumstances. Biotas assembled in this manner
are complex mosaics resulting from the mixture of
episodic expansion, isolation and mixing during new
expansion [15].

Periods of climate stability are times of specializing in
largely disconnected fitness space. Environmental
changes following such episodes create new opportu-
nities by connecting fitness space, leading to biotic
expansion events. Species that cannot tolerate the
changes in the place where they have been living leave
as fast as they are able, changing from exploitation to

exploration mode as they seek familiar conditions. As
they leave, they pass other species that have vacated
their abodes and are in the process of discovering that
they like the newly-vacated territory. Biotic mixing is
underway. A few species survive staying in place, but
they must cope with the loss of old neighbors and the
arrival of newcomers. In some cases, the new arrivals will
be functional replacements for species that have
recently left, maintaining pre-existing trophic struc-
tures. In other cases, the combination of departures and
arrivals will produce novel trophic linkages. This pro-

duces an enormous amount of potential fitness space to
be explored and exploited. Hosts arriving from adjacent
areas will often be closely related to the residents,
increasing the ease of host range expansion by ecological
fitting. Resident hosts not accessible to the pathogen
Current Opinion in Systems Biology 2019, 13:75–81
before biotic expansion may find themselves apparent.
This is why most host range expansion occurs in
evolutionary bursts during episodes of increasing con-
nectivity in fitness space associated with biotic expan-
sion catalyzed by climate change.
Summary
The Stockholm Paradigm resolves the parasite
paradox. Environmental perturbations causing a change
in the nature of the conditions lead to biotic expan-
sions based on existing capabilities (Ecological Fitting);
this leads to generalizing (Ecological Fitting in Sloppy
Fitness Space). When climate stability returns, local

isolation reduces connectivity in fitness space, leading
to specializing with or without strong coevolutionary
interactions (The Geographic Mosaic Theory of Coevolu-
tion). These emergent properties set the stage for
survival when the next environmental perturbations
occur (the Oscillation Hypothesis and Taxon Pulses). Those
new perturbations are systemic properties, leading to a
repetition of the sequence, this time with new players,
producing complex evolutionary diversification of
inter-specific associations, including pathogen-host
systems [25].

The Stockholm Paradigm also provides a direct link
between climate change and emerging disease. The
planet is a minefield of evolutionary accidents waiting to
happen so long as climate change perturbations
continue, and that will continue indefinitely. Each new
emerging disease exacts a cost and persists as pathogen
pollution after its initial acute outbreak, always having the
potential to break out anew. Coping with emerging in-
fectious diseases of humans, livestock and crops is
already a trillion-dollar a year enterprise e greater than
the GDPs of all but 15 countries - the costs borne

disproportionately by those that can least afford them
[6].

There is hope, however. We can anticipate and mitigate
the effects of these EID. The historical conservatism
and specialization that gives pathogens the capacity to
take advantage of opportunities that make new fitness
space available allows us to anticipate where pathogens
may go and what they will do when they get there.
Proactive policies of “finding them before they find us”
(the DAMA [document, assess, monitor, act] Protocol:

Brooks et al. [6,7]) can buy time and lower costs,
allowing humanity to better cope with a dangerous
future.
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